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come. The pale Arctic sky was fleckless. A mild, light breeze blew
down the fjord, which was exactly what our pilots wanted. Every-
body was up early, swallowing breakfast and hurrying away to
pack personal belongings in rucksacks and getting ready to break
camp. It was understood that if the good weather held, we would
leave in the late afternoon, when the sun, swinging on its rising
orbit, would be in the west off our port beam on the flight north,
and therefore in a favourable position for the sun compass. If all
went well, the sun would creep round to our bows and we should
be at the Pole at midnight. Midnight? No, the moment we reached
there, midnight would change to noon. At the Poles it is perpetual
noon, the sun always in the noon position. My throat swelled with
emotion as I thought of experiencing that transition.
The good weather held. In the early afternoon the ground crews
lowered the heavy ships to the ice. At four o'clock the ships were
orientated to the north and the sun compasses set going. Mechanics
started to turn over the engines to warm them. We six members,
of the flying expedition had a special late luncheon in the salon. On
the plank table before each pkte stood a Thermos flask full of hot
chocolate. At four o'clock we all went down to the machines. The
mine declared a holiday, so that everybody could see the start.
The clock-hands moved to four-diirty. Director Schulte-
Frohlinde was inspecting every square inch of the two ships.
Green, the Rolls-Royce mechanic, listened to every engine, one after
the other, as they idled. Riiser-Larsen spoke to him in English—
"Are they all right?" Green smiled and nodded.
A few last hand-shakes, and we got into our clumsy flying-clothes
-—thick woollen garments faced with leather—then added Arctic
parkas, fur caps, sun-goggles, heavy gloves. We buckled on our
parachutes. Five o'clock 1 Volunteers hoisted us aboard the two
ships. Amundsen and I took respectively the observers' places in
the N 25 and N 24—the forward seats in the very noses of the hulls.
Behind us sat Riiser-Larsen in the AT 25, and Dietrichson in my
ship; behind them, at the engines, Feucht and OmdaL The crowd
drew back—a silent, wondering circle of men, some black from the
mining pits; a few hooded and cloaked women in the background.
Amundsen had a last word for the supporting party—written
orders. They could expect us back in fourteen days. The Farm and

